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By Mickey Mordech · 12 Jul 2021

Genex Power's on

This little renewables developer is working on a
transformational project. Can it pull it o�?

Key Points
Company-making project
underway

Allure of recurring cash �ow

Risks abound

Since 2012, wind and solar have accounted for almost all new investment in
Australian energy generation; by 2030, nearly all states and territories will be
at least 50% renewable-powered (with several closer to 100%); and, by 2038,
around two-thirds of coal-�red capacity is scheduled for retirement. 

Australia’s seismic transition to
renewable electricity is not only
underway, it’s happening ten times
faster than the global average.

While that’s great news for emissions,
it’s placing strain on the electrical grid.
Predictable, coal-�red output is being
replaced with highly variable and
weather-dependent wind and solar,
which means that matching electricity supply and demand is becoming
increasingly di�cult.

https://www.intelligentinvestor.com.au/author/mickey-mordech/11689
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/State%20of%20the%20energy%20market%202020%20-%20Market%20overview%20A3%20spread.pdf
https://reneweconomy.com.au/are-australias-biggest-states-moving-fast-enough-in-transition-to-clean-energy/
https://www.aer.gov.au/system/files/State%20of%20the%20energy%20market%202020%20-%20Chapter%201%20A3%20spread.pdf
https://www.uts.edu.au/about/uts-business-school/finance/news/wind-energys-impact-electricity-prices
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What’s needed is new infrastructure that can supply the grid with emergency
back-up capacity, frequency control services and long-term energy storage –
basically a sprawling network of batteries and electrical shock absorbers – to
ensure electricity �ows smoothly and is available whenever and wherever it is
needed. 

That’s creating opportunities for companies like Genex Power, a little business
that plans to feed the nation’s growing hunger for clean power and storage
with an expanding pipeline of long-life infrastructure. 

https://www.electranet.com.au/electranets-battery-storage-project/
https://victorianbigbattery.com.au/faqs/
https://www.snowyhydro.com.au/snowy-20/about/
https://www.intelligentinvestor.com.au/shares/asx-gnx/genex-power-limited
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Genex goes green
Ironically, Genex’s story begins with coal. Between 2008 and 2014, Genex’
founding directors and former investment bankers Simon Kidston and
Michael Addison formed, listed and sold two coal plays for around $70m each

(Endocoal in 2012, then Carabella Resources in 2014). However, the pair then
began preparing for a renewable future, eventually setting up Genex Power in
2011 to go after opportunities in the �edgling green energy sector.

Management listed the business in 2015 with no productive assets and little
more than some plans and a growing thirst for capital. Today, the company
boasts over $1bn in projects either completed or under construction, which is
not bad for a $30m microcap listed just six years ago.

Here comes the sun
As plans have developed, successive capital raisings have seen the market cap
swell to $250m, but the �ipside is the ballooning share count, which has
meant six years of stagnation for shareholders. As projects �nally come to
fruition and cash begins to �ow in earnest, the hope is that that may change.

The �rst two such projects – Kidston Solar (KS1) in North Queensland and
Jemalong Solar (JSP) in Western New South Wales – were completed in 2017
and 2021. 

Kidston Solar bene�ts from a 20-year Queensland Government power
purchase agreement, which guarantees a minimum �oor price on any energy
it sells into the grid, while Jemalong’s power is sold at prevailing wholesale
prices, which means more variability.

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/mining-energy/endocoal-agrees-to-71m-chinese-offer/news-story/8d028d632e88dbbd0a6496dc904c218d
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/dataroom/chinas-kingho-energy-sweetens-bid-for-carabella-resources/news-story/42e4b1f136490673a0d867418a663b0d
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Both assets require minimal maintenance capex, cost little to operate and will
produce regular cash �ow for the next thirty years. 

The third project underway is the Bouldercombe Battery (BBP), a lithium-ion
battery storage facility co-located with a Powerlink substation in
Rockhampton. 

The battery will earn contracted revenue by providing essential grid services,
and earn arbitrage pro�ts by charging up when prices are low and
discharging into the grid when prices are high. 

In times of extreme weather or unexpected power outages, these batteries
can be extremely pro�table; the South Australian Hornsdale Battery, for
example, recovered its initial capital cost in just two-and-a-half years. We’d
expect the company to roll out a number of these batteries over the coming

https://arena.gov.au/blog/what-is-frequency-control-ancillary-services/
https://reneweconomy.com.au/south-australia-big-batteries-earn-1-million-over-two-days-21661/
https://www.torquenews.com/video/tesla-big-battery-australia-pays-itself-25-years-huge-profit
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years.

Got to be Kidston
The �agship project, however, is the Kidston Pumped Storage Hydro facility.
Think of it as a giant water battery, and its capacity will dwarf the other three
assets combined. Located upon a former Barrick Gold mine in far-North

Queensland, the battery will make use of two enormous, adjacent mining pits,
which were �lled with water when they were closed in 2001. 

This video explains the mechanics, but the crux is that when electricity is
cheap, turbines pump water up into the higher reservoir, and when it’s
expensive, water is released back into the lower reservoir, thereby spinning
the turbine and generating low-cost electricity for up to ten hours. The
di�erence between the pumping cost and the generating cost is pro�t. The
facility bene�ts from electricity price volatility, and modeling suggests the
facility will become very pro�table as coal is retired and replaced by variable
renewables.

h d l h d h h h d

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egBJHR6xmiw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egBJHR6xmiw
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The enticing economics and utility to the grid is why the project has received
backing from the Queensland State Government via a government-funded
transmission line, grants from the Australian Renewable Energy Agency
(ARENA) and a concessional $610m loan from the North Australian
Infrastructure Facility (NAIF) with a 15-year term. It’s reassuring to have a
Government stakeholder with a vested interest in Genex’s success.

Once built, the facility will be leased to Energy Australia on an initial ten-year
rental agreement that escalates with in�ation. Energy Australia has two 10-
year options to extend, meaning rental income could �ow for the next 30
years, with the possibility of a $250m kicker in 2055 should Energy Australia
decide to purchase the plant outright. 

Totting this all up in the table below would mean $85m in high-margin,
recurring revenue, with potential upside from the successful development of
the proposed Kidston Wind farm and other projects yet to be conceived. By
2025, we estimate that earnings before non-cash costs, interest and tax
(EBITDA) of about $70m are possible, with that �gure rising to as much as
$100m should Kidston Wind go forward (although the share count will likely
have increased by then, too). 

Project Phase Revenue model
Year

completed
Lifespan
(years)

Capacity
(MW)

Est. rev. on 
completion

($m)

KS1 (Solar) Operating Contracted 2017 30 50 10

JSP (Solar) Operating Spot 2021 30 50 10

BBP
(Battery)

Construction
Contracted/spot
(mix)

2022 20 50 15

K2 (Hydro) Construction Contracted 2025 80* 250 50**

K3 (Wind)
Planning &
�nancing

Unknown Unknown 20 150 40

*Energy Australia has an option to purchase asset at year 30; **Escalates at CPI;
^Excludes Kidston Wind

Revenue
(2025)

85^

EBITDA
(2025)

68^
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Project Phase Revenue model
Year

completed
Lifespan
(years)

Capacity
(MW)

Est. rev. on 
completion

($m)

Power (MW) 400^

Risks near and far

With long-term concessional debt �nancing, government buy-in, blue-chip
counterparties and an ESG bent to boot, Genex appears to tick all the boxes.
So what’s the catch?

Well, for one, the bulk of today’s value depends on Kidston Hydro’s successful
construction. Pumped hydro has been in use for over a hundred years and
has been built successfully all around the world; today it accounts for the vast
majority of global energy storage, so the technology is proven. 

But unlike solar or wind farms, using abandoned mines to build a pumped
hydro facility is a world �rst. Without a playbook to work from, Genex’s
construction partners will be learning on the job. Our guess is that plenty can
go wrong – especially given this is a world-�rst in the middle of the desert. 

Management has done its best to manage risk with a �xed-price, �xed-time
construction contract. In theory this means builders will bear the cost of any
delays or mishaps. But we’re reluctant to place much faith in these
agreements, and disputes can lead to litigation. Catastrophic failure would
likely mean pain for Genex one way or the other. 

The other issue is that solar and wind projects have limited lifespans.
Twenty years of steady cash �ow sounds like a long time, but in a world of low
interest rates there’s a big valuation di�erence between a freehold asset that
will produce cash inde�nitely – say a pub or o�ce, for example – and a 30-
year solar asset that will need to be retired and recycled (maybe as much as
half the value is in those tail-ended cash �ows). And unlike a property trust,
debt must be amortised, which means that while the company will be
generating plenty of cash, not much will be left over for shareholders, at least
initially.

There’s also little to stop new solar and wind farms coming online over time,
so the opportunities for reinvestment may dry up as the industry

i i i d i f ll
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matures, competition increases and prospective returns fall. 

Kidston Hydro lasts longer – up to eighty years – and in theory the facility
should be highly pro�table, as coal plants are replaced with renewables, and
the potential to arbitrage peak and trough electricity prices grows. It’s also
hard to see something displacing hydro over the short term – its ability to
store massive amounts of energy and produce low-cost power for up to 10
hours can’t be matched by existing technology.
There’s no doubt the asset will be useful, especially as gentailers look for ways
to extend the lives of their coal �eets by directing power to storage. But the
rental agreement heavily favours Energy Australia, and it's always a risk when
you're reliant on a single powerful customer.

The pay-o�s are also lopsided, as any windfall arbitrage pro�ts will accrue to
Energy Australia, but Genex’s upside is capped by a �xed rental agreement;
and if the facility underperforms, two 10-year extension options at Energy
Australia’s discretion mean it can simply walk away leaving Genex holding the
bag.

We wouldn’t discount this possibility entirely, especially over the next 30
years, as huge sums are being invested in new technologies like hydrogen,
and the impact of 'behind-the-meter' batteries and electric vehicles are
known unknowns.

Takeover target?
It’s easy to imagine the downside but Genex is assembling attractive assets
that would likely attract takeover interest at some point. Tilt Renewables’
recent takeover was made at double the prevailing share price and a massive
multiple of 28 times EBITDA. A similar multiple for Genex in 2025 could
mean a multibagger return.

We also think there’s something to be said for management. Building
infrastructure is hard – let alone for an unproven ASX microcap – and yet
management have navigated a tricky regulatory regime, negotiated �nancing,
established o�take agreements and successfully managed counterparties and
governments to pull o� a billion-dollar deal. That’s no small feat. 

But we're reluctant to bank on a highly priced takeover emerging far into the
future. Instead, we turn to dividends and, assuming $90m of EBITDA in 2025,

https://reneweconomy.com.au/wind-lowers-energy-prices-but-adds-to-volatility-without-firming-94563/
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we reckon $30m-35m might be available for dividends after the debt
repayments. Assuming a 25% increase in today’s share count to bankroll the
Kidston Windfarm, that works out at 2.5 cents per share.

That sounds attractive versus today's 22 cent share price – especially given
income will grow quickly as rents rise and interest falls – but it’s key to
discount the projects’ limited lives, the undesirable options embedded in the

Energy Australia o�take agreement and that free cash �ow will drop once
again when tax payments resume in 2038. All things considered, we’d reckon
a 6-8% dividend yield might be around fair value, which might mean a share
price of 40 cents by 2025, although an eager pension fund might be happy
with less than that.

The potential for a highly priced takeover is alluring and management have
built and sold companies in the past. Genex is worth a spot on the watchlist.

But the company’s small size, the risk of project setbacks, the threat of
competing technologies and the potential for dilution means Genex is
currently too risky to recommend for most members’ portfolios. 

For those happy to take a very small position and wait patiently, Genex is an
option. But for now, we’ll await a larger margin of safety, signs of progress or
a setback that might yield a better buying opportunity. 

IMPORTANT: Intelligent Investor is published by InvestSMART Financial Services Pty Limited AFSL

226435 (Licensee). Information is general �nancial product advice. You should consider your own

personal objectives, �nancial situation and needs before making any investment decision and
review the Product Disclosure Statement. InvestSMART Funds Management Limited (RE) is the

responsible entity of various managed investment schemes and is a related party of the Licensee.
The RE may own, buy or sell the shares suggested in this article simultaneous with, or following
the release of this article. Any such transaction could a�ect the price of the share. All indications
of performance returns are historical and cannot be relied upon as an indicator for future
performance.

 For more information on Genex Power Limited (GNX), please click here

https://cdn-blob.investsmart.com.au/distributions/documents/investsmart_diversified_portfolios_pds.pdf
https://www.intelligentinvestor.com.au/shares/asx-gnx/genex-power-limited
https://www.intelligentinvestor.com.au/shares/asx-gnx/genex-power-limited
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